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From the FIP Chair

FIP Welcomes YOU…and it’s FREE!
APS is a Welcoming Global Hub for all physicists and FIP is the glue.

Alan J. Hurd

Really? APS is a hub for all physicists? Isn’t APS a little cheeky 
to assume a globally serving role? 

No, APS is not at all cheeky or presumptive, according to plans 
under consideration by the APS Executive Committee derived 
from the 2018 Task Force report on international engagement.1

Precisely what can APS do to serve the broad, international com-
munity of physicists?

Let’s start with physicists’ strength. Collaboration across bor-
ders—political, physical, and social—is an essential engine 
driving progress in science, technology, engineering, and math 
(STEM) fields, according to the US National Science Board 
(NSB) report that came out this month. I highly recommend lis-
tening to the recorded report, masterfully delivered by NSB Chair 
Julie Phillips.2 While US-centric by nature, the report updates and 
clarifies diverging international metrics for STEM productivity 
and participation showing the value of collaboration. The NSB 
implores all researchers to lean in and strengthen international 
partnerships. 

Historically, collaboration is clearly a core value in physics, one 
that APS embraces. And with its plan to be a Welcoming Glob-
al Hub to all physicists, APS codifies its commitment. In fact, 
APS has been essential for spawning new areas by connecting the 
community. Thus, networking to serve collaborations within the 
physics community, and reaching beyond physics as well, is an 
important APS priority. Often the nexus of collaborations is a ma-
jor international facility, such as CERN, ESS, and SESAME, and 
some of the most inspiring science of the last decade has come 
from collaborations involving large detectors feeding the growth 
of new, burgeoning subfields. The 2015 detection of gravitational 
waves by the collaboration of LIGO and VIRGO3 was a memo-
rable surprise to physicists across the world, many of whom are 
moving into this new area.

Exoplanets, once a backwater discipline, emerge now as an area 
to watch intently. The telescopes TESS and Kepler—and soon 
Webb—have increased the number of exoplanets to about 5000, 
though limited still to only about 10% of the Milky Way. My Jan-
uary 2022 copy of Physics Today reported the likely detection 
of an extragalactic exoplanet circling an x-ray point source using 
Chandra data as well.4 By the way, I recommend the movie Cara 
about exoplanet discovery,5 conceived by Akash Sherman, who 
got a lot of things right and points out a feasible way to detect 
extraterrestrial life.

All of these wonderful discoveries, and many more, resolve from 
international collaborations in physics and our work with engi-
neers, astronomers, and even artists.

APS’ commitment to serve the global physics community is a true 
grand challenge. By some estimates,6 the physics community is 
1,00,000 people world-wide. To be clear, APS does not intend to 
enlist all physicists as members or even as meeting attendees or 
authors, which would be too “cheeky” and impossible, anyway, 
given the costs and numbers for fulfillment. It is better to cultivate 
national physics societies and partner with them in their service 
roles. APS has superb convening power. 

For those international physicists who desire a closer APS rela-
tionship, some international organizations have a “reciprocal so-
ciety” agreement with APS, which helps reduce membership costs 
and communication barriers. FIP plays an important role in lubri-
cating interfaces with international societies. And did I mention 
that FIP membership is still free to APS members?

Andy Weir’s recent book, “Hail Mary,” invokes an alien travel-
er who is a spectacular engineer but whose society overlooked 
physics completely. It is unlikely, however, that an alien soci-
ety could develop interstellar space travel without understand-
ing relativity! There must be a million or so physicists on each 
technologically advanced planet. Who knows? If the exoplanet 
search is successful, we may have to change our name to the 
Forum on Interstellar Physics.

Alan J. Hurd, Past Chair
Forum on International Physics

Los Alamos, NM

1 https://www.aps.org/programs/international/upload/APS_Task-
ForceReport_AC.pdf, accessed January 20, 2022.

2 https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsb20212, accessed and updated by roll-
out presentation, January 20, 2022.

3 B. P. Abbott et al. (Virgo and LIGO Scientific Collaborations), Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 116, 061102 (2016).

4 R.M. Wilson, Physics Today January 2022 75 (1) 17 (2022); R. Di 
Stefano et al, Nat. Astron. 2021, doi:10.1038/s41550-021-01495-w.

5 Lee Billings, “Clara Is a Story of Exoplanets, Existential Longing—
and Real Science”. Scientific American Lee Billings (2018-10-11). 
“Clara Is a Story of Exoplanets, Existential Longing—and Real 
Science”. Scientific American, Retrieved January 20, 2022.

6 Charles Day, Physics Today, 17 Apr 2015 in Commentary & Reviews 
DOI:10.1063/PT.5.010310, who used physics society data; C.H. de 
Brito Cruz, personal communication (2020) who used bibliometrics.

https://www.aps.org/programs/international/upload/APS_TaskForceReport_AC.pdf
https://www.aps.org/programs/international/upload/APS_TaskForceReport_AC.pdf
https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsb20212
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/clara-is-a-story-of-exoplanets-existential-longing-mdash-and-real-science1/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/clara-is-a-story-of-exoplanets-existential-longing-mdash-and-real-science1/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_American
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/clara-is-a-story-of-exoplanets-existential-longing-mdash-and-real-science1/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/clara-is-a-story-of-exoplanets-existential-longing-mdash-and-real-science1/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_American
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Let’s not start from where we left off!
Maria Longobardi

We left off in Denver, with the cancellation of March Meeting 
2020 and a pandemic on the horizon that would keep all of our 
lives on hold. 

We left with concerns that our research would stop and many jobs 
would be lost, especially for younger scientists. 

We left each other not knowing when we would see each other 
again. And now it’s time for us to meet again for the first time, 
in Chicago, for March Meeting 2022, for those who can be there. 

But let’s not start where we left off. 

In these two years, we’ve learned that by joining forces and push-
ing boundaries, science can work miracles, like vaccines. 

We’ve learned that we can reinvent the way we collaborate and 
build new opportunities. The pandemic gave us the opportunity to 
attend meetings and meet scientists, even if virtually, on the other 
side of the world and hear about their research. It’s not the same 
as shaking hands and talking over a cup of coffee, but it’s still an 
opportunity we’ve learned to take advantage of. As well as many 
young physicists have had the opportunity to participate virtually 
in APS meetings and also to present their work as in the case of 
the FIP Distinguished Students 2021 from Pakistan, Jordan and 
North Africa.

FIP Sessions at the APS April Meeting 2022

Saturday, April 9, 2022 - 1:30PM - 3:18 PM
D05 Invited International Collaborations in Particle 
Astrophysics
Room: Astor 
Sponsor: FIP
Invited Speakers: Luisa Cifarelli, Nathan Whitehorn, Andres 
Sandoval 

Saturday, April 9, 2022 - 3:45PM - 5:33PM
E05 Invited New Nuclear Technologies
Room: Astor 
Sponsor: FIP
Invited Speakers: Alain Becoulet, Francesco Volpe, Robert 
Buckingham  

Sunday, April 10, 2022 - 8:30AM - 10:18AM
G07 Invited Advances in international collaborations for 
gravitational wave detection
Room: Salon 4 
Sponsor: FIP
Invited Speakers: Takaaki Kajita, Michele Punturo, Maura 
McLaughlin  

Tuesday, April 12, 2022 3:45PM - 5:33PM
Z06 FOEP & FIP
Room: Marquis A-B 
Sponsor: FOEP FIP

Let us treasure what we have learned 
and built. 

We start with the awareness that we 
are a network in which each member 
is important. With the conviction that 
if we remain united we can overcome 
the greatest challenges. And that we are not alone, not even in the 
daze of a pandemic that has closed our doors. We know that the 
need to stand together is always stronger than adversity.  

We’ve been able to turn terrible times into opportunities. 

We know that together we are stronger.  

Let’s start over from here.

I look forward to seeing you all soon at the APS March Meeting, 
in Chicago, and at the APS April Meeting, in New York.

Here below you can find the FIP sessions at the APS meetings 
2022.

Maria (Marilena) Longobardi
FIP Editor

FIP Sessions at the APS March Meeting 2022

Tuesday, March 15, 2022 3:00PM – 6:00PM
K29 Invited Frontiers in Physics with Accelerators
Room: McCormick Place W-190B 
Sponsor: FIP 
Chair: Christine Darve
Invited Speakers: Helmut Schober, Anna Grassellino, Sakura 
Pascarelli, Takashi Kobayashi, John P Hill 

Wednesday, March 16, 2022, - 11:30AM - 2:30 PM
N32 Invited Distinguished International Early Career 
Scientists in Quantum Physics (FIP, FECS)
Room: McCormick Place W-192B 
Sponsor: FIP FECS 
Chair: Maria Longobardi, University of Basel, Switzerland
Invited Speakers: Jelena Klinovaja, Estelle M Inack, Jianhao 
Chen, Victor W Brar, Jarryd J Pla  

Thursday, March 17, 2022 - 11:30AM - 2:30 PM
T15 Invited Esther Hoffman Beller Lectureship (2022): 
Scientists Helping to Advance Science and Sustainable 
Development Globally
Room: McCormick Place W-183C 
Sponsor: FPS FIP 
Chair: Joseph Niemela, The Abdus Salam International Centre
Invited Speakers: Shamila Nair-Bedouelle,  Patricia L McBride,  
Carlos H De Brito Cruz,  Solomon Assefa,  E. W Colglazie

https://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/APR22/Session/D05
https://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/APR22/Session/D05
https://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/APR22/Session/E05
https://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/APR22/Session/G07
https://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/APR22/Session/G07
https://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/APR22/Session/Z06
https://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/MAR22/Session/K29
https://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/MAR22/Session/N32
https://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/MAR22/Session/N32
https://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/MAR22/Session/T15
https://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/MAR22/Session/T15
https://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/MAR22/Session/T15
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Our “communities” could wonder why PHYSICS MATTERS?

Obviously, it matters because we are curious, and we want to 
enrich and share our knowledge to create a more equal scien-
tific Society. The PHYSICS MATTERS “Physics for Develop-
ment” colloquia series, is organized by the Forum on Interna-
tional Physics (FIP) at the APS. We wish to contribute towards 
fostering science and developing centers of excellence. We 
want to promote international collaborations, scientific diplo-
macy encouraging curiosity about physics and supporting early 
career physicists. 

Science transcends most boundaries of gender, religion, and 
politics. Physics and other science can help generate a peaceful 
world, and it is the responsibility of scientists to promote that. 
So what better arena for this than the SESAME project (Syn-
chrotron-Light for Experimental Science and Applications in the 
Middle East), partner to the APS.

The concept of our PHYSICS MATTERS series was launched 
by the then FIP Chair Luisa Cifarelli in the middle of the pan-
demic, with 5 enlightening pre-recorded colloquia in 2020. 
Last November 2021, for our 1st PHYSICS MATTERS anni-
versary, we have returned to “Saving the arctic white” with our 
inaugural scientific exploration, Polarquest. Every month we 
have highlighted collaborative research in (or for) developing 
countries. We have selected topics of popular science, specific 
interests for Light Sources and Neutron Sources, supporting 
the 8 SESAME members countries, or environmental issues. 
Hence, encouraging cooperation between international scien-
tific research and Innovation teams is embedded in this series 
with its leitmotif “Physics for Development” ! The Forum 
on international Physics is strongly supporting a Welcoming 
Global Hub! 

In 2022, the International Year of Basic Sciences and Sustain-
able Development (IYBSSD), our FIP team resumes its scien-
tific expedition by enhancing and stepping on new sustainable 
bridges connecting more bright minds.

Since March 2021, we have travelled (virtually) in space, from 
Pakistan to Brazil and in time, exploring a broad range of topics 
ranging from Paleoanthropology, to enhancing the Palestinian 
education landscape, unraveling the Music of Physics, or high-
lighting Scientific Women in the Middle-east. In June 2021, 

more than 300 dynamic scientists, 
women and men, from around the 
world have listened to Prof. Reza Ejtehadi (President of the 
Physical Society of Iran) and Prof. Vahid Karimipour describing 
the world of Quantum Information. 

Hence, the purpose of our FIP program is to reach and engage 
developing communities with inspiring and exciting topics, 
stimulating the curiosity and creating a flow of ideas that is both 
educational and interesting to a broad community. 

PHYSICS MATTERS values of collaboration can open new 
gates for developing and developed communities. Join us in 
those scientific expeditions. Find more about our FIP activities 
and past recordings at: https://engage.aps.org/fip/resources/ac-
tivities/physics-matters-video

Christine Darve is an Engineering Scientist at the European 
Spallation Source (ESS) in Lund, Sweden. She graduated from the 
Institut Polytechnique de Sevenans (UTBM-France) in 1996, then 
she obtained her Ph.D. at Northwestern University (Illinois-USA) 
on the topic of helium superfluidity phenomenology.

From 1996 to 2011, she has been working at CERN and Fermi 
National Accelerator Laboratory (Chicago) on the design, in-
stallation and commissioning of components for superconducting 
magnets and Radio-Frequency (RF) cavities, has been cryo-coor-
dinator for the Tevatron and for the hardware commissioning of 
the LHC low-beta magnets, in the framework of the US-LHC col-
laboration. She designed and tested accelerator components like 
LH2 absorber for Muon Collider, the VLHC cryo-magnets cool-
ing system and has been project engineer for the MicroBooNE 
experiment. She has been member of committees like the Ameri-
can Standard of Testing and Materials (ASTM) and the American 
Physical Society (APS) Forum on International Physics. 

She joined ESS Accelerator Division in December 2011, coordi-
nating the In-Kind collaboration activities towards designing and 
integrating the Spoke and Elliptical cavities and cryomodules 
(ACCSYS/WP04 and WP05 deputy leader). Since October 2019, 
she has been working in the Strategy Directorate - In-Kind Man-
agement, bridging the In-Kind Partners technical contributions 
with the ESS expectations in compliance with the existing frame-
work to permit First Science.

PHYSICS MATTERS
Virtual Trips to develop Physics Communities…

Christine Darve 

https://engage.aps.org/fip/resources/activities/physics-matters-video
https://engage.aps.org/fip/resources/activities/physics-matters-video
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You might remember the Polarquest2018 expedition and in par-
ticular the cosmic ray detector, PolarquEEEst, which crossed the 
82nd parallel North on board ecological sailing vessel Nanuq (+ 
link articoli vostri) in the summer of 2018. Last summer, the Po-
larquest Association put together another Arctic expedition, in 
partnership with a commercial sponsor, BlanX, as part of its Save 
the Arctic White campaign, and the Swiss Polar Foundation, the 
University of Geneva, ETH Zurich, the University of Gdansk, 
the Geographical Laboratory of Rome’s European University, the 
Italian Geographical Society and Norbit Subsea. On the way, they 
paid a visit to the PolarquEEEst detector, that is now permanently 
taking data from the 79th parallel, together with its two twins, in 
the Arctic research station at Ny Alesund, Svalbard. 

Polarquest2021 departed Tromso, Norway, on July 21st and was 
concluded in Longyearbyen on August 20, 2021, logging 1300 nau-
tical miles around the Svalbard archipelago. It was carried out on 
Sailing Yacht Best Explorer, a 51-ft Italian flag steel cutter, skipped 
by captain Giovanni Acquarone, a veteran arctic sailor and organ-
ised and coordinated once again by Paola Catapano (CERN), with a 
multidisciplinary international crew of researchers, technicians and 
experts. S/Y Best Explorer is the second sailboat to ever circumnav-
igate the Arctic in both the clockwise and anti-clockwise direction, 
via the Northwest and Northeast passage.

The expedition crossed the 80th parallel North, into uncharted 
waters in the Northeast of the Svalbard archipelago. The team car-
ried out a first-of-a-kind mapping by air and sea, giving testimony 
to the state of the Arctic environment in the northernmost regions 
of Svalbard. The sonar mapping activity began immediately upon 
leaving Ny Alesund on 8 August. The team deployed a NORBIT 
Subsea iWBM 200 kHz multibeam echosounder. The multibeam 
sensor was used to conduct two different types of surveys: a route 
scanning during transits along the western and north-western area 
of Spitsbergen and Nordaustlandet; and a systematic survey of 
~25 km² area Southwestern of Lady Franklinfjorden, down to a 

Polarquest sailed again to the Arctic to 
“#SaveTheWhite” 
Paola Catapano

distance of approximately 300 metres 
from glacier Søre Franklinbreen front, 
beyond the 80th parallel North. This 
activity produced new data in partial-
ly charted or completely uncharted re-
gions of the archipelago, identifying potential corridors for navi-
gation in several points of very shallow waters. 

In Lilliehöökfjord, environmental DNA (e-DNA) was sampled 
in the surface (3m, the depth of chlorophyll maximum), and at a 
depth of 100m, to measure the impact of climate change on biodi-
versity; the samples are being analysed at ETH Zürich. In addition 
to sampling of environmental DNA (e-DNA), the team examined 
environmental parameters such as CTD profiles, nutrients and 
rare Earth elements. The collected samples provide unique insight 
into the complex dynamics of fjords, where water circulation (and 
its impact on biodiversity) is influenced by melting glaciers, ice-
bergs and deep water intrusion from the open sea. The same team 
carried out studies of greenhouse gasses (CO2 and Methane) in 
the seawater and atmosphere. Samples were taken at more than 
40 sites, including at every e-DNA sampling station, totaling 3 
sampling per expedition day! The samples are now analyzed by 
the University of Geneva, Forel Institute (Prof. Daniel McGinnis).

Drones were deployed to carry out highly detailed mapping in 
five locations in the North West and North East of Svalbard; data 
processing and analysis are now carried out at the Geographical 
Laboratory of the European University of Rome (GREAL). Fur-
ther, samples of driftwood and macroplastic on the shores of some 
the remotest islands of the planet were collected for further study 
by ISMAR-CNR, La Spezia.

The Polarquest2021 scientific programme is the natural continuity 
of a new approach, developed in 2018, to scientific expeditions, 
aimed at promoting the value of scientific research and ensuring 
the protection of the Arctic, through “lightweight” and “low envi-

ronmental-impact” solutions. 

Preliminary results of the expedition (were/are going to be 
presented) at a dedicated event organized in Rome under 
the Auspices of the Italian Geographical Society on Feb-
ruary 25th, 2022. (Programme: https://www.polarquest.
org/2022/02/14/polarquest2021-save-the-white-expe-
dition-presentation-at-societa-geografica-italiana-in-ro-
ma/).

After obtaining a Master in Science Journalism (SISSA 
Trieste), Paola Catapano combines her career as a com-
municator at CERN with the activity of science journal-
ist and author-conductor of reportages and documenta-
ries for television, documenting scientific expeditions in 
extreme places, from Antarctica to the Arctic. In 2018, 
she reached the polar ice shelf by sailboat with the sci-
entific expedition she conceived, Polarquest2018. Latest 
book, Il Lungo Viaggio delle Onde Gravitazionali (The 
Long Journey of Gravitational Waves), Textus 2021. 

http://www.polarquest2018.org/
https://polarquest2018.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18bcb90c5c8ed0ff50edc4ea9&id=2cfd2f18c3&e=dcd29ae557
https://polarquest2018.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18bcb90c5c8ed0ff50edc4ea9&id=2cfd2f18c3&e=dcd29ae557
http://www.polarquest.org/
https://polarquest2018.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18bcb90c5c8ed0ff50edc4ea9&id=3316602ebb&e=dcd29ae557
https://polarquest2018.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18bcb90c5c8ed0ff50edc4ea9&id=481897c13b&e=dcd29ae557
https://polarquest2018.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18bcb90c5c8ed0ff50edc4ea9&id=73408e2a6c&e=dcd29ae557
https://polarquest2018.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=18bcb90c5c8ed0ff50edc4ea9&id=5c7ca9aeb1&e=dcd29ae557
https://www.polarquest.org/2022/02/14/polarquest2021-save-the-white-expedition-presentation-at-societa-geografica-italiana-in-roma/
https://www.polarquest.org/2022/02/14/polarquest2021-save-the-white-expedition-presentation-at-societa-geografica-italiana-in-roma/
https://www.polarquest.org/2022/02/14/polarquest2021-save-the-white-expedition-presentation-at-societa-geografica-italiana-in-roma/
https://www.polarquest.org/2022/02/14/polarquest2021-save-the-white-expedition-presentation-at-societa-geografica-italiana-in-roma/
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APS as a Welcoming Global Hub 
Amy Flatten, APS Director of International Affairs 

I hope that you are all enjoying these early months of 2022. Per-
haps some of us will be able to say hello in person at the upcom-
ing 2022 APS March Meeting in Chicago, IL, or perhaps at the 
2022 APS April Meeting in New York, NY. Speaking of meetings, 
some of you may have participated in the APS Annual Leadership 
Meeting (ALM), a virtual event held on January 27-29, 2022. The 
ALM included wonderful panel discussions on global issues we 
all share: research security, diversity & inclusion, misinformation, 
climate change, renewable energy, and many others. While we had 
hoped to be able to gather in person for the ALM, we are pleased 
that the virtual meeting platform not only allowed physicists from 
across the globe to participate in the ALM, but will also enable 
global access to the upcoming March and the April meetings. In 
fact, APS is taking steps to ensure that all APS meetings are acces-
sible via information technology to physicists worldwide, as we 
are working to hybridize all of our meetings in the future.

And we are doing even more to ensure that all physicists--from 
anywhere on the planet--can be part of the APS community. 
During the ALM, you may have heard the APS CEO, Jonathan 
Bagger, share his vision for the APS as a global organization, 
serving all physicists by offering a “Welcoming Global Hub.” A 
lot of you may be wondering: “What exactly do we mean by APS 
as a “Welcoming Global Hub”? Again, when we say “global hub” 
we don’t presume to be the world’s physical society, but instead, 
we aim to offer a welcoming community for the world’s physicists 
to connect with each other and advance its shared interests. More 
specifically, this means:

• An opportunity for all physicists, regardless of race, national-
ity, ethnicity, gender, and sexual orientation, to contribute to 
and benefit from, the global physics enterprise.

• An opportunity for physicists of diverse levels of achieve-
ment and prosperity to build and strengthen relationships 
within the international physics community.

• It includes expanded partnerships and collaborations with 
other national physics societies and international physics or-
ganizations.

My colleagues, Michele Irwin, International Programs Manager, 
and Alex Adams, International Programs Administrator, devel-
oped a set of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) that are includ-
ed below and will help explain this strategy. As you will see from 
the FAQs, this strategy seeks to underpin the American Physical 
Society’s mission “to advance and diffuse the knowledge of phys-
ics for the benefit of humanity.” And perhaps most importantly, 
this strategy entails a complementary approach, recognizing that: 

• Physics across the globe advances physics in the US!

• Physics in the U.S. advances physics beyond US borders! 

• International collaboration among physicists advances phys-
ics worldwide!

Some of you may recognize that this isn’t a new strategy for the 
APS. It’s simply a natural evolution of what APS is already doing. 
The APS already reflects the international nature of physics:

• Nearly one quarter of APS members live outside of the Unit-
ed States. We need to ensure all physicists--regardless of na-
tionality or level of prosperity—can participate in APS mem-
bership, meetings, and programs.

• Physicists cross continents to attend the Society’s annual 
meetings, with nearly one third of all March Meeting partic-
ipants coming from outside the United States, making it one 
of the largest and most internationally diverse gatherings of 
physicists worldwide.  Now, we need to extend virtual atten-
dance to a global community of physicists.

• More than two thirds of articles published in APS journals are 
from authors outside of the United States. We must ensure 
that those authors also understand that APS offers programs, 
services, and opportunities--beyond its journals--for physi-
cists in their country.

And there’s even more we can do. In fact, a group of senior interna-
tional leaders from the APS Committee on International Scientific 
Affairs (including leaders from FIP!) are creating a roadmap of the 
pragmatic near-, mid-, and long-term actions across APS that will 
help us to better engage and serve physicists from all parts of the 
world and lower any barriers for participating in all that APS offers. 
APS has relied heavily on FIP’s leaders in developing this strategy. 
In partnership with the Forum on International Physics, we can not 
only achieve the strategy of becoming that Welcoming Global Hub 
for all physicists--together, we can address our shared international 
challenges and serve physicists across our planet. 

For additional information on the Welcoming Global Hub strate-
gy, please visit the APS International Affairs webpage (center of 
page). Likewise, this video explains the Welcoming Global Hub 
strategy in more detail. 

I thank the FIP members for their efforts to help APS serve as a 
Welcoming Global Hub, and I invite you to contact APS Interna-
tional Affairs with any questions at international@aps.org.

Amy Flatten
APS Director of International Affairs

http://www.aps.org/programs/international
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tBZk93DRoq6pUzVkUWTmUiNe5mfDQGUN/view?usp=sharing
mailto:international@aps.org
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What is a Welcoming Global Hub?
Through a “global hub,” APS will offer a welcoming communi-
ty where physicists across the globe can connect with each other 
and advance their shared interests. In furthering the Society’s in-
ternational engagement, APS does not presume to be the world’s 
physical society. 

A welcoming global hub should provide:

• An opportunity for all physicists, regardless of race, national-
ity, ethnicity, gender, and sexual orientation, to contribute to 
and benefit from, the global scientific enterprise;

• An opportunity for physicists of diverse levels of achievement 
and prosperity to build and strengthen relationships within the 
global physics community; and 

• Expanded partnerships and collaborations with other national 
physics societies and international physics organizations.

Why has APS decided to become a Welcoming Global Hub?
This strategy is based on recommendations of the APS Task Force 
on Expanding International Engagement, adopted by the APS 
Council in 2018. Most importantly, the Task Force suggested that 
APS serve as a “global hub”--offering a welcoming community 
where physicists across the globe can connect with each other and 
advance their shared interests. The Task Force’s survey of 10,000 
APS members worldwide revealed that, regardless of nationality, 
members value “being part of a larger physics community” as the 
primary reason for their APS membership. 

APS also values inclusiveness and diversity, and a Welcoming 
Global Hub is consistent with the ideal of the US as a place where 
diverse cultures are appreciated and celebrated. Diverse partici-
pation in APS meetings, programs, and publications strengthens 
physics, and strengthens APS.

Additionally, this strategy seeks to underpin the APS mission “to 
advance and diffuse the knowledge of physics for the benefit of hu-
manity.” This entails a complementary approach, recognizing that: 

• Physics across the globe advances physics in the US; 
• Physics in the US advances physics beyond US borders; and
• International collaboration among physicists advances physics 

worldwide.

When will it take effect?
Though the phrase “Welcoming Global Hub” is now being used, 
this effort is a natural evolution of APS that has been underway for 
some time. Today, physicists living outside of the US account for 
over 66% of articles in APS journals, nearly 25% of APS member-
ship, and over 30% of participants in the March Meeting.

Over the next several years, APS will implement short-, mid-, and 
long-term goals to ensure that the Society’s programs, activities, 
and resources serve and are inclusive of the global community. 
APS is also increasing its engagement with international partners 
to broaden its reach. 

Welcoming Global Hub: Frequently Asked Questions
Michele Irwin, APS International Programs Manager & Alex Adams, APS International Programs Administrator

What does it mean for me as an individual member of APS?
APS aims to increase diversity among its membership and also 
broaden the network of physicists with whom members interact. 
Members will benefit from new and expanded programs, activi-
ties, resources, and meetings that are designed to better serve and 
enable participation from physicists worldwide. The APS mission 
“to advance and diffuse the knowledge of physics for the benefit 
of humanity” is at the core of this strategy. 

What changes will occur within the organization as a result 
of the Welcoming Global Hub?
As APS implements this strategy, new opportunities and initia-
tives will be instituted. For example, many existing APS programs 
that have previously only been relevant or accessible to members 
in the United States will involve exploring how to diversify offer-
ings more broadly and inclusively. 

The APS Committee on International Scientific Affairs has devel-
oped a roadmap with pragmatic steps to reduce barriers to engag-
ing with APS. By expanding partnerships with other national and 
international scientific organizations, there will be new opportu-
nities to engage with APS and the broader international physics 
community. 

How will APS members know that the organization has 
achieved success as a Welcoming Global Hub?
Through engagement with physicists and scientific organizations 
worldwide, APS anticipates an increase in the international di-
versity and representation across the organization, including its 
membership, meetings, and leadership. 

Will the APS name change after the Welcoming Global Hub 
is implemented? 
No; the Society’s name will not change. APS continues to serve 
and represent the US physics community in addition to its efforts 
to serve a global community. As such, APS will maintain its name. 

Additionally, APS does not aim to be the world’s physical soci-
ety, but rather a welcoming community where physicists across 
the globe can connect with each other and advance their shared 
interests. 

Where can I obtain additional information? 
The APS International Affairs webpage (center of page) provides 
more background materials, including a PowerPoint presentation. 
Likewise, this video explains the Welcoming Global Hub strategy 
in more detail. 

https://www.aps.org/programs/international/upload/APS_TaskForceReport_AC.pdf
https://www.aps.org/programs/international/upload/APS_TaskForceReport_AC.pdf
http://www.aps.org/programs/international
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tBZk93DRoq6pUzVkUWTmUiNe5mfDQGUN/view?usp=sharing
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Making the world a better place to live for all humans requires 
improving the living conditions of people living in developping 
countries. All these countries have something in common: serious 
lack of scientific culture. This is one the main reasons behind the 
scientific lag observed in a continent like Africa. Most African 
countries including Cameroon where I come from still devote less 
than 1% of the Gross Domestic Product to science, compared to 
more than 3% in a country like Germany where I graduated as a 
physicist at the Max Planck Institute for Iron research in 2015 
and am working presently as a postdoc at the faculty of chemistry 
of the University of Duisburg-Essen. This low investment into 
science has yield a ration of only 198 scientists per million inhab-
itants in Africa compared to an average of 1150 in the world. As 
an obvious consequence, Africa contributes only 1% to scientific 
production in the world. Africa needs another million PhD scien-
tists to develop homegrown solutions1. 

Building a strong scientific culture is therefore an imperative need 
as it is the effective basis of any scientific development, techno-
logical growth and consequent economic progress. We need to 
create more vocations and boost the lagging political will. I try to 
contribute to it, as a science popularizer on TV and in social me-
dia. I am heading the project Making Science the Star2 which goal 
to bring science at everyone’s reach, using the cinema as a ve-
hicle. We organize meetings between scientists and professional 
from the movie industry. We discuss about various scientific sub-
jects and how to disseminate them through movies. Our first pro-
duction happened in 2020, a 26-parts series of fictions, “Science 
in the City”3 which was filmed in Cameroon and of which I am 
the producer. In the series we magnify the wonders of science and 
show how science is perceived in African societies in a playful 
way. The themes covered range from energy to health, agriculture, 
environment, artificial intelligence and nanotechnology while re-
maining essentially in the daily life of the average African citizen.

1  Africa needs another million PhD scientists to develop homegrown 
solutions

https://qz.com/africa/1290710/africa-needs-one-million-more-scientists/
2  https://falling-walls.com/engage/winners/making-science-the-star/; 

https://falling-walls.com/people/stephane-kenmoe/; https://www.ictp.
it/about-ictp/media-centre/news/2017/6/kenmoe.aspx

3  African fictions to popularise science: https://www.afriscitech.com/
en/discover/culture/1240-african-fictions-to-popularise-science

One year ago, we launched a campaign throughout Africa. We 
have been organizing science and society events to engage discus-
sions with the general public and with scientists also, to get them 
more involved into science communication to the general public, 
to the to get them out of the labs, to get them engaged for science. 
We have been to several universities (Marien Ngouabi in Brazza-
ville, Congo and Cocody in Abidjan, Ivory Coast), at institutions 
(the UNESCO Chair in Cotonou, AIMS4 Cameroon, the Sotigui 
Academy in Burkina Faso) to present the series to scientific and 
film experts. Recently in April the government of the Democratic 
Republic of Congo also invited us to present the project on the oc-
casion of the week of science. At every occasion selected episodes 
of the series aligning with local needs were screened, followed 
by a debates between the scientists invited, the general public . 
and one the actors who played in the movies and accepted to be 
a campaigner.

During this campaign I have been amazed by how much actors 
can be useful to promote science. I could realize that they can 
advocate for complex scientific subjects ranging from nanotech-
nology to biomass or artificial intelligence, they can even create 
vocations, better than we scientists as youths identify to their 
personages in movies. What they have done is so amazing! They 
have actually used their stardom to make science actually being 
the star and this has sped up the convergence to our goal. In fact, 
at the beginning there was just little interest for the project on the 
continent, mainly from friends but now interest for it is rising. We 
are invited not only by scientists all over the continent but also 
by governments. By multiplying our science spreading actions, 
our project could turn out to be a socio-political driving force can 
contribute to give a room for science not only on the film market 
in Africa which is not open to science (the series is one the rare if 
not the only to address basic science on african films platforms)5 
but also in the decisions making spheres. For that we need local 
hosts, logistic and financial supports or any kind of contribution 
that could be useful. 

4  Cinema As A Vector For Science Dissemination                                       
https://aims-cameroon.org/event/cinema-as-a-vector-for-science-dis-
semination/

5  https://cinaf.tv/var/serie/106/science-dans-la-cite.html

Campaigning for physical sciences in Africa
Stephane Kenmoe

https://qz.com/africa/1290710/africa-needs-one-million-more-scientists/
https://falling-walls.com/engage/winners/making-science-the-star/
https://falling-walls.com/people/stephane-kenmoe/
https://www.ictp.it/about-ictp/media-centre/news/2017/6/kenmoe.aspx
https://www.ictp.it/about-ictp/media-centre/news/2017/6/kenmoe.aspx
https://www.afriscitech.com/en/discover/culture/1240-african-fictions-to-popularise-science
https://www.afriscitech.com/en/discover/culture/1240-african-fictions-to-popularise-science
https://aims-cameroon.org/event/cinema-as-a-vector-for-science-dissemination/
https://aims-cameroon.org/event/cinema-as-a-vector-for-science-dissemination/
https://cinaf.tv/var/serie/106/science-dans-la-cite.html
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SESAME Light Source: the unforgotten experience of 
the Middle EastScientists
Gihan Kamel

“There is no national science, just as there is no 
nationalmultiplication table; what is national is no longerscience.” 

–Anton Chekhov

Despite similar identities, national standards, and ideologies those 
are the conjoint pillars needed to create a status of peace and har-
mony within the single society, one still needs to speak a language 
that must be tolerant, unbiased, and unprejudiced in order to be 
well understood and accepted as a midpoint. To some degree, as is 
the case when communicating science.

On top of that, history keeps reaffirming that there is no soloway 
to approach resolutions, and that we, all, have to decipher the way 
that is the right one for us, the most stable, and the one that shows 
to be the most practical to accomplish what we are actually aiming 
for. Finding a midpoint in a single society demonstrating its peer 
groups’ aspirations considered a success, but transforming repul-
sion between widely divergent identities of poles apart societies 
into trust, and replacing disappointment with tangible develop-
ment just by using science as a new solo player is undoubtedly a 
huge success. This is why SESAME, the Synchrotron-light for Ex-
perimental Science and Applications in the Middle East is, and will 
always be, an unforgotten experience of the Middle East scientists.

Synchrotron-light sources are super microscopes with different 
sets of experimental techniques known as beamlines – powerful 
enough to reveal the tiniest and the most vital details about matter; 
revealing the unknown of physics, chemistry, biology, pharma-
ceuticals and biomedicine, as well as materials science, environ-
ment and agriculture, in addition to cultural heritage and archae-
ology. SESAME seeks establishing the excellency of science and 
technology, besides functioning as a bridge between its diverse 
culturally and politically conflicting societies aiming to build a 
stronger community that will be able to deal with so many scien-
tific challenges and hopefully beyond. SESAME started in 1997 
following the model of CERN. Since then, a long journey has been 
started to construct the first third generation light-source in the 
region. Current members are: Cyprus, Egypt, Iran, Israel, Jordan, 
Pakistan, Palestine, and Turkey. With Brazil, China, the European 
Union, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Japan, Kuwait,Portugal, 
the Russian Federation, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United 
Kingdom and the United States are the Observers.

SESAME is a unique scientific facility thought of and developed 
by scientists and diplomats in the region and others around the 
world. It was established by those who believe in human rights 
and human capacities, regardless of any particular identity.

Scientists with diverse expertise and approaches are continuously 
struggling and endeavoring to bring things to their best possible 
for the global benefit of all.

Nevertheless, SESAME is still facing many challenges, mainly 
financial, despite the notable recent expansion and success. That 
could be common to other societies or similar facilities, but many 
are still very specific. Therefore, oversimplification has to be recon-

sidered before any sort of judgement. 
Above and beyond, and as perceived 
in the case of SESAME, other termi-
nologies and objectives do also turn 
up, such as human capacity building, 
diaspora networking, brain-drain reversal, science for peace, and 
science diplomacy. Its work environment does robustly go beyond 
any “national” science, with no borders or personal labels. SESA-
ME demonstrated that it is not just a machine to generate synchro-
tron light for experimental applications or a bridge for peace in a 
tempestuous region, but also a vehicle to enable economic as well 
as industrial growth considering the scarce resources and incomes. 
It strengthens the scientific and technical knowledge and experi-
ences of many scientists, engineers, technicians, and administrators 
with tremendous efforts those are strategically spent to maintain the 
successful operational status and also to invest for the future.

Seeking to address scientific case studies through collective brain-
power, networks, and constructive partnerships, SESAME does 
also open wide doors to women scientists in the region to demon-
strate their capacity for hard work and to break stereotypes and 
misconceptions set against them. Given the opportunity and trust, 
Middle East women scientists are strongly motivated and have 
been always keen to break rules and to overcome traditional ob-
stacles as much as they can to achieve equality and reliance in 
science.From this perspective, they show effective contributions 
and are now considered key players in improving their societies 
in different fields as it became brilliantly evident with no doubts.

Overtime,difficulties are lessening, more doors are getting opened, 
opportunities are perceived, and the best is yet to come. And as 
long as wars are still there with weapons,peace is also still there 
with science.

Gihan Kamel is the SESAME (Synchrotron Light for Experimental 
Science and Applications in the Middle East) Infrared Beamline 
Principal Scientist/Team Supervisor, on leave from the Phys-
ics Department, Faculty of Science, Helwan University, Cairo, 
Egypt, where she is a lecturer in biophysics. Dr Kamel obtained 
her Ph.D. in 2011 from the University of Rome, La Sapienza, Italy, 
and held a researcher position at the Italian INFN’s Laboratori 
Nazionali di Frascati from 2014 to 2015. In 2015, she decided to 
return to the Middle East to take up the position of the Infrared 
Beamline Scientist at SESAME, up to date, she is the only wom-
an scientist at the facility. Her main responsibilities involved the 
beamline construction, and currently she is responsible for opti-
mizing the beamline operation and development, and assisting the 
beamline’s users from the Middle East and neighboring regions, 
as well as, from Europe in different national and international 
projects on cultural heritage, bioarchaeology, life sciences, ma-
terials science, and biomedicine. Dr Kamel is also involved in 
the preparatory phases for the establishment of the African Light 
Source (AfLS). She also organizes workshops and schools to build 
awareness and highlight special topics linking science to industry 
and society. She is particularly noted for her lectures on science 
for peace and science diplomacy, as well as women in science. 
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These past few years under a global pandemic have reshaped our 
lives, and in particular the experience of being an international 
early-career scholar in the US. We have faced many new chal-
lenges as we adapt to a world with COVID-19 as an active player, 
but none as daunting as the ever-changing immigration landscape.

Visa and immigration policies were a relatively unknown subject 
area for me before I considered doing my postdoc abroad. Now, I 
am well-versed in it and have a whole area of my brain dedicated 
to it that diligently causes periodical anxiety spikes whenever I 
must do related paperwork. By now it is a well-known fact that 
several immigration policies, some aimed at US research security 
concerns, have discouraged international students and early ca-
reer professionals from pursing their careers in the US as reported 
by the APS. In fact, the two main reasons cited for this sentiment 
are: (a) difficulties to obtain a permanent residency or citizenship 
and (b) a perception of the US as being unwelcomed to foreigners. 
This prompted a very important conversation, not only between 
colleagues but more formally during the APS Leadership Meeting 
held virtually late January of this year. In this meeting, the immi-
gration-related concerns were approached mostly from the stand-
point of recent persecutions of international scientists due to espi-
onage and national security concerns. While this is an outstanding 
issue that needs to be addressed, most early career researchers I 
know tend to deal with simpler yet more ubiquitous immigration 
issues that result in the same sentiment reported above. 

During the early stages of the pandemic, the Trump administration 
issued executive orders related to immigration with a notable one 
targeting international students that was later revoked. These or-
ders were fueled by fear of COVID-19 spread; however, we now 
know that travel restrictions are not effective at reducing trans-
missions. The issuance of the executive orders signaling the start 
of an aggressive immigration reform combined with a growing 
wave of racism led to my first immigration-related anxiety spike 
(and I’m sure many shared similar experiences too). The backlash 
to this order by universities and many other organizations was 
uplifting in a way and crushingly devastating in another. While 
the order was swiftly repealed, I wondered, as an international 
postdoc in an institution (like a lot of others) with no Postdoctoral 
Office, who will stand up for me if I need it? I am not a direct 
source of revenue for my institution because I don’t pay tuition 
and my international office is hardly versed in my type of visa 
because they aren’t as common as student visas. Most of the inter-
national postdocs I talked to have echoed this feeling as well: the 
institutional void of our positions leaves us in a precarious stand-
point. Furthermore, in a survey of biologists, engineers, and ge-
ographers conducted in November 2020 37% of the respondents 
reported being unable to hire international postdocs due to visa 

VOICES: EARLY CAREER SCIENTISTS 

Grappling with US immigration as an international 
early career scientist in the COVID-19 era
Mariana Fazio

and immigration-related issues and 22% lost recruited postdocs 
due to these issues [REF]. In addition, the survey also reports that 
roughly half of non-US scientists expressed they had considered 
moving to another country. Their main reasons were no longer 
feeling welcomed and no longer feeling comfortable due to health 
or safety concerns.

So beyond major worries of persecution for suspected espionage, 
our concerns mostly lie closer to our chest in more mundane is-
sues. For instance, the fear of going home and not being able to 
return due to sudden changes in policies. I must admit this played 
a great role in my life during the worst times of the pandemic as 
it feels like visiting your home country is a privilege you might 
not be able to afford. The fear (and reality for some) of losing 
your source of income due to an ever-changing immigration pol-
icy feels too close to a loss of freedom and autonomy. The fact 
that specific countries were being targeted with tighter restrictions 
further drives feelings of uneasiness, as you fear additional hard-
ships in any type of visa process you want to pursue or you won-
der if your nationality might be targeted next. In addition, lack of 
knowledge of non-student visas by university officials make even 
the simplest paperwork a feat of self-advocacy and peer support. 
We desperately need better structures in place given the impor-
tance associated with attracting and retaining STEM talent in the 
US. This links directly to reason (b), it is hard not to feel unwel-
comed when, due to a pandemic, executive orders can be issued 
that change the course of your career (and that is leaving aside 
discouraging experiences of discrimination and micro aggres-
sions linked to nationality, to which we could devote more than a 
few pages). And then there is the cloud of mystery and unknowns 
that surrounds the Department of State, Homeland Security, US-
CIS and their processes to issue visas, which for me is frankly 
one huge black hole where my documents go in and something 
comes out the other side. And I don’t expect things will change 
on that end too much, certainly not as much as to address reason 
(a) completely. However, we could work on educating universi-
ties and postdocs and empowering them with knowledge to make 
informed decisions on their own migratory statuses.

As the pandemic progresses and evolves, so do we in adapting our 
lifestyle and some of us even venture back home for a visit. We 
go back to houses missing a grandparent or with a new nephew, 
knowing that life abroad sometimes means missing out on things 
back home. The US is also returning from a state of emergency 
to a new normal, facing new challenges such as the Great Res-
ignation or bracing for others such as the lack of retention of in-
ternational scientists. We are high adaptable individuals, trained 
to face new challenges head on, and it is with these abilities that 
we are starting to drive change. On January 21st of this year, the 

https://www.aps.org/newsroom/pressreleases/upload/APS-Impact-of-Research-Security-Report.pdf
https://www.aps.org/newsroom/pressreleases/upload/APS-Impact-of-Research-Security-Report.pdf
https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/sevp-modifies-temporary-exemptions-nonimmigrant-students-taking-online-courses-during
https://www.sci-ops.org/surveys/visa-and-immigration-impacts-on-scientific-workforce
https://www.sci-ops.org/surveys/visa-and-immigration-impacts-on-scientific-workforce
https://www.sci-ops.org/surveys/us-visa-and-immigration-work-experiences-and-mobility-plans
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/01/21/fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-actions-to-attract-stem-talent-and-strengthen-our-economy-and-competitiveness/
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Biden administration issued a statement outlining actions direct-
ed at international STEM talent including an Early Career STEM 
Research Initiative and updates to OPT and O-1A visas. The value 
our voices have on these high-level decisions is not to be underes-
timated, neither how our voices are elevated within reports from 
APS or other societies that lead to task forces, recommendations, 
and actionable items. But closer to home, we can also find a way 
to advocate for ourselves and our peers. For instance, a Postdoc-
toral Association is now in progress in my institution and many 
dedicated postdocs are working towards its creation. In the pro-
cess, we get to know people like us, facing similar challenges and 
we create a support network. As much as we had to learn how to 
advocate for ourselves, we can use those tools to advocate for 
those who will come after us. In my last article, I encouraged 
you to reach out to an international postdoc and now I would like 
to encourage you take a leading role in change. Your university 
doesn’t have a postdoctoral office? Make one! Do you want to 
have more resources on immigration from your institution? Ask 
for them! At the end of the day, nothing beats incremental im-

provements (no matter how small they seem now) because they 
are conducive to real change and empower us as a community of 
international scholars.

Mariana Fazio is a Postdoctoral Fellow in the Department of 
Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of New 
Mexico. She holds a PhD. in Physics from the University of Bue-
nos Aires in Argentina. She was previously a Postdoctoral Fellow 
in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at 
Colorado State University, where she worked on reduction of ther-
mal noise in amorphous oxide coatings to improve the sensitivity 
of gravitational-wave interferometers as part of the LIGO Sci-
entific Collaboration. Currently, her research is focused on MeV 
ultrafast electron diffraction and on developing machine learning 
/ artificial intelligence methods to enhance this technique. She is 
a member-at-large of the APS Forum on Diversity and Inclusion 
and of the APS Forum for Early Career Scientists.

APS Condemns the Invasion of Ukraine

The American Physical Society (APS) condemns the invasion of Ukraine and is gravely concerned 
about its impact. APS stands in solidarity with the Ukrainian physics community, Ukrainian schol-
ars, and all citizens of Ukraine. As APS seeks ways to serve its members in Ukraine and Russia 
during this difficult time, it underscores its commitment to the principles expressed in the APS 
Statement on the International Nature of Science and International Scientific Cooperation and 
declares its support for the rights and freedoms conveyed in the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights for all people. APS calls for a halt to hostilities and a peaceful end to the crisis.

How to Join FIP 
In the APS homepage aps.org:

• Select Membership in the blue upper bar and select Join an APS Unit in the menu list

• To Add a Unit Current members: Log in to your APS member profile to join a unit(s).  

Join an APS Unit Online

• Need APS Web Username? Create an APS Web Account

• Having trouble?  Email: membership@aps.org

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/01/21/fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-actions-to-attract-stem-talent-and-strengthen-our-economy-and-competitiveness/
https://www.aps.org/about/governance/letters/ukraine.cfm
http://aps.org
https://aps.org/membership/units/join-unit.cfm
https://my.aps.org/NC__Login?startURL=%2Fmyaffiliations%3FisJoin%3Dtrue%26labelName%3DMyAffiliationsJoinNow
mailto:membership%40aps.org?subject=
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Chair-elect 
Patricia McBride 
Fermilab, USA 

Patricia McBride is a Distinguished Sci-
entist at the Fermi National Accelerator 
Laboratory and has many years of expe-
rience working in large particle physics 
collaborations and fostering the spirit of international scientific 
cooperation. She recently served as the Deputy Spokesperson for 
the CMS collaboration at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN and 
was part of the top management team for the collaboration. Pre-
viously, she served as the Head of the Particle Physics Division 
at Fermilab, where she managed the particle physics program for 
the laboratory, and as Deputy Head of the Fermilab Computing 
Sector, where she managed Fermilab’s scientific computing pro-
grams. She received her B.S. degree in Physics from Carnegie 
Mellon University and her PhD in Physics from Yale University. 
She was elected an APS Fellow and an AAAS Fellow in 2009. 

Dr. McBride has been a member of the CMS collaboration at the 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland 
for more than a decade. In addition to her role in the CMS exec-
utive management team, she served as the head of the Fermilab 
team on CMS and managed the U.S. CMS Operations Program, 
overseeing the substantial U.S. contributions to the operations 
of the experiment. During the initial phases of the experiment, 
she served as the Deputy Computing Coordinator for CMS and 
worked with scientists and computing specialists from around the 
globe to setup the high-throughput computing resources needed 
for the analysis of the large volume of CMS data. 

She has served on many national and international committees. 
She was chair of the Division of Particles and Fields of the Amer-
ican Physical Society (APS) and is currently the chair of the APS 
Committee on International Scientic Affairs. She also served as 
chair of the U.S. Liaison Committee of the International Union 
of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP) and chaired the IUPAP C11 
Commission for Particles and Fields. 

NEWS

New FIP members 2022

Treasurer 
Carlos Bertulani 
Texas A&M University-Commerce, USA 

Carlos Bertulani received his Ph.D. in 
1987 from the University of Bonn, Ger-
many. He was a Humboldt postdoctoral 
fellow at the KFA-Juelich Laboratory, Germany, and became a 
physics faculty at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
In 2000 he moved to the Brookhaven National Laboratory as a 
Guggenheim Fellow and guest professor. He has held long term 
positions at the Michigan State University, the University of Ari-
zona at Tucson, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and the GSI 
Laboratory at Darmstadt, Germany. 

Bertulani’s research seeks to improve the theory and phenomenol-
ogy of nuclear systems with applications to stellar evolution, big 
bang nucleosynthesis and the structure of compact stars. He has 
done extensive work on the theory of electromagnetic interactions 
in relativistic heavy ion collisions, nuclear structure and nuclear 
reactions, working closely with experimentalists mostly dedicated 
to the physics of nuclei far from the stability, or rare nuclei. 

He has written 5 textbooks for undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents, and published over 300 articles. He is a Fellow of the 
American Physical Society, and a former Guggenheim and Ful-
bright Fellow. He chaired the Committee on Education of the 
APS in 2015 and 2016, and also chaired the APS Texas Section in 
2018. He is a member and chair of scientic advisory panels in the 
U.S., Europe, South America, Japan, China, and South Africa. He 
is passionate about mentoring the next generation of scientists and 
the popularization of science. 
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Member at large
Evagelia Moshopoulou 
Hide Institute of Nanoscience and 
Nanotechnology of the National Center 
for Scientic Research, Demokritos, 
Greece 

Evagelia has been a research scientist 
(tenured) at the Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology of 
the National Center for Scientic Research “Demokritos” in Greece 
since 2000, and director of research at the Condensed Matter and 
Materials Physics department of the same Institute since 2008. 
Prior to this appointment, she was assistant physicist at the Na-
tional Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Labora-
tory (1998-2000) and postdoctoral fellow at the Condensed Matter 
Physics Group at Los Alamos National Laboratory (1995-1998). 
She also was visiting scientist at CNRS-Grenoble, University Par-
is-Sud, Soleil Synchrotron, University of California, Davis and 
Los Alamos National Laboratory. Since 1995 she is a frequent 
user at synchrotron X-ray and neutron facilities in Europe and US 
using mostly synchrotron X-ray and neutron scattering techniques 
to determine the structure of complex materials (mainly quantum 
materials) bulk or nanostructured at various length scales. 

Evagelia received her Ph.D. (1995) from the University Joseph 
Fourier (now University Grenoble Alpes), Grenoble France in 
Condensed Matter Physics and Crystallography. 

Member at large
Nathan Berkovits 
Director of ICTP South American 
Institute for Fundamental Research; 
Professor at IFT-UNESP in São Paulo, 
Brasil 

Nathan Jacob Berkovits graduated in Physics at Harvard Univer-
sity (1983), and received his Master in Physics at Harvard Uni-
versity in 1983 and his PhD in Physics from the University of 
California at Berkeley in 1988. He is currently a Professor in The-
oretical Physics Institute of the Universidade Estadual Paulista 
Julio de Mesquita Filho, and is Director of the ICTP South Amer-
ican Institute for Fundamental Research. 

He has experience in the area of physics, with emphasis on super-
string theory, acting on the following topics: superstrings, super-
gravity and supersymmetry. He won the TWAS Prize in Physics 
2009. Fellow of the World Academy of Sciences (TWAS) and 
member of the Brazilian Academy of Sciences and the Sao Paulo 
State Academy of Sciences.

Councilor 
William Barletta 
MIT, Cambridge MA; Adjunct Professor, 
Faculty of Economics, University of 
Ljubljana, Slovenia 

William Barletta is Adjunct Professor of 
Physics at MIT and Director Emeritus of 
the Accelerator Division and Homeland Security Program at Law-
rence Berkeley National Laboratory. Internationally, he is a mem-
ber of the Scienti”c Council of the DESY Laboratory in Germany, 
the Advisory Board of the John Adams Institute in the UK, senior 
advisor to the President of Sincrotrone Trieste, Visiting Profes-
sor in the Faculty of Economics of the University of Ljubljana 
and the Coordinating Editor-in-Chief of Nuclear Instruments and 
Methods-A and Editor-in-Chief of Physics Open. He is also Se-
nior Principal in Global CyberRisk, a technology and advisory 
services firm. 

He chairs the Visiting Committee for Research Engineering at 
LANL (2012–present), co-chairs the Permanent Monitoring Panel 
on Energy of the World Federation of Scientists and is a member of 
its Panel on Information Security. He was Director of the US Par-
ticle Accelerator School (2006-2017), founding director of the Ko-
rean Accelerator School and co-convener of the Joint International 
Accelerator School with CERN, KEK, and the Budker Institute. 

He has been Chair of the American Physical Society (APS) Forum 
on International Physics, Panel on Public Affairs (POPA), and Di-
vision of Physics of Beams. He has been an active member of the 
APS Committee on Minorities (2004-2006), the APS Committee 
on International Scienti”c A#airs (2011 – 2015), the APS Phys-
ics Policy Committee (2015) and the American Bar Association 
Privacy & Computer Crime Committee (2006 – 2012). He has 
served on POPA studies on license extension of nuclear reactors 
and the use of highly enriched uranium in research reactors. His 
wide-ranging research interests include high intensity accelera-
tors, free electron laser physics, nanotechnology using ion beams, 
technologies for cargo inspection, international legal and policy 
aspects of cyber-security, energy economics, strategic manage-
ment of research enterprises, and most recently epidemiological 
characteristics of SARS-CoV-2. 

He has edited four books about accelerator science and co-authored 
four books concerning cyber-security and international cyber-law. 
His textbook, “Strategic Management of Research Organizations,” 
was published by Taylor and Francis Group. He holds four patents 
and has published more than 190 scientic papers plus 30 reports on 
strategic technologies. He holds a Ph.D. (Physics) from the Univer-
sity of Chicago and is a fellow of the APS and a Foreign Member of 
the Academy of Sciences of the Bologna Institute in Italy. 
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